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your inner pathways are different…my inner pathways are different

and when many individuals gather together

each ones pathways towards the truth

makes the whole mystery stronger…

each and every person here

is supporting the others truth…

somebody may arrive through the heart centre

somebody may arrive through the third eye centre

somebody may arrive through the throat centre

each person is so uniquely presenting that pathway

that you are helping each and every person here

this is the reason we search for a buddhafield

nobody is higher and nobody is lower here

we are all individuals gathered together

in deep respect and love for one another

what binds us together is our love for our master

and a deep reverence to each and every individual

each person carries a special treasure

and each treasure in this group becomes richer

somebody is a red ruby

somebody is an green emerald 

somebody is a blue sapphire 

somebody is a white diamond

all jewels put together

you are going to become richer…

do not worry…

you can relive it any moment

you have not lost anything…

and you continue on your journey

and that experience that you have had

will gather more treasures from that open window that is available to you

you will never lose the experience

any time you want to relive the experience

close your eyes…

and you will feel something hovering over you

it is so alive…

it will haunt you your whole life

and everything that you will do

will slowly slowly start gathering in that being…

that silent witnessing presence

so do not worry you will not lose it

it will only grow vaster and vaster

with the correct food…

the correct rest…

the right environment…

the right gathering…

the right energetic presence…

the help and love of a master…

the help and love of a natural buddhafield…

this experience will grow 

vaster…vaster…vaster…

so the outer can help you

and a meditator is one who searches the best…

the most perfect soil for his spiritual growth

that is why you are here…

because we are here gathered together as one

and each experience of yours

and the experience of others who are gathered here 

help each other…

hand in hand…

my experience helps you…

your experience helps me…
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